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           Getting started and popular pages
 
 This website is a personal project, dedicated to study of The Urantia Book. This book covers a wide range of topics related to religion, philosophy, science, family, history, and government. A review of the Home page will give a quick summary of what is on the website.
 Recent Updates
 Highlights: Information and inspiration.
 2000+ pages reduced to 20 pages.
 Eclipses Trump Prophecy Scholars: Article on prophecies related to the intersecting full solar eclipses (August 21, 2017 and April 8, 2024) over Bald Knob Cross of Peace.
 Sovereignty–Human and Divine; Political Sovereignty; Law, Liberty, and Sovereignty.
 About five pages on democratic government.
 Is The Urantia Book “gay friendly?”
 (84:5.12)  Each sex has its own distinctive sphere of existence, together with its own rights within that sphere. If woman aspires literally to enjoy all of man’s rights, then, sooner or later, pitiless and emotionless competition will certainly replace that chivalry and special consideration which many women now enjoy, and which they have so recently won from men.
 
 Genetic Introductions, Mutations, and Evolution: a Urantia Book perspective. The plan and purpose behind racial differences.
 Gobekli Tepe Report: Explanation of mysteries at an ancient archaeological site in Turkey.
 The Urantia Book‘s Planetary History: A Credibility Check: Introductory lecture by your editor, Halbert.
 Shroud of Turin Report: The Urantia Book explanation of Jesus’ resurrection explains mysteries related to the Shroud before we discovered the mysteries.
 Origin and history of The Urantia Book.
 
 



   Urantia Book Study Aids 
 
 The Urantia Book, plus Annotations
 Annotations: Use these study notes while you read a hard copy of The Urantia Book. Or open an extra window for annotations, while reading this online publication of The Urantia Book.
 Study Aids
 The Topical Studies page is thematically organized, including a “Mysteries solved? You be the judge.” section. The Study Aids page includes access to translations, Urantia Book search engine recommendations, information about the history of The Urantia Book, and more.
 UBtheNEWS reports and research pages
 
 In 2006, I started the UBtheNEWS project. It documents how new discoveries and scientific advances increasingly support the account of planetary history found in The Urantia Book. The Reports and Research Pages feature dozens of examples, which are chronologically and thematically organized. Ten years later, the UBannotated website was created to provide study aids for the whole book.
 
 Etymology
 Etymology of Coined Terminology.
 Urantia: The name of our planet.
 Known in the heavens as (Uran) the “World of the Cross” (t, ia).
 ur– Prefix meaning “original, earliest, primitive,” from German ur- “out of, original,” from Proto-Germanic uz- “out,” from PIE ud- “up, out.” 
 Uranus: First planet discovered that was not known in ancient times, named for the god of Heaven, husband of Gaia, the Earth, from Latin Uranus, from Greek Ouranos literally “heaven, the sky;” in Greek cosmology, the god who personifies the heavens, father of the titans.
 uranian (adj.): Urania “Heavenly” (Greek Ourania) being an epithet of Aphrodite as born of Uranus and also as distinguished from the vulgar Venus of commonplace lust.
 Urania: name of the Muse of astronomy and celestial forces, from Latin Urania, from Greek Ourania, fem. of ouranios, literally “heavenly,” from ouranos
 The letter “T” looks like a cross.
 (188:4.1)  It is a fact that Urantia has become known among other neighboring inhabited planets as the “World of the Cross.”
 -ia: Word-forming element in names of countries, diseases, and flowers, from Latin and Greek. -ia, noun ending, in Greek especially used in forming abstract nouns (typically of feminine gender).
 
 



   Your editor: Halbert Katzen
 Unless otherwise noted, everything on this website is my own independent and unaffiliated effort. The purpose is simiply to help people efficiently learn from and about The Urantia Book.
 UBtheNEWS YouTube channel
 Let’s just say, occasionally, I get inspired to run some education and entertainment experiments  …  and leave it at that.
 More by and about Halbert
 Interviews. Other writings. Bio. Halbertcicles. And more.
 Halbertcicles
 For over 25 years, I have experienced a peculiar interplay between spiritual and material forces. There are lots of cool points related to this. If you have questions, feel free to get in touch.
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